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Abstract
Image-based-interpolation creates smooth and photorealistic views between two view points. The concept of
joint view triangulation (JVT) has been proven to be an efficient multi-view representation to handle visibility issue.
However, the existing JVT, built only on a regular sampling
grid, often produces undesirable artifacts for artificial objects. To tackle these problems, a new edge-constrained
joint view triangulation is developed in this paper to integrate contour points and artificial rectilinear objects as triangulation constraints. Also a super-sampling technique is
introduced to refine visible boundaries. The new algorithm
is successfully demonstrated on many real image pairs.

a rough structure which worked well for outdoor natural
sceneries, but often have troubles with the manufactured
objects including building, various kinds of posts ... This
paper introduces a new edge-constrained joint view triangulation which integrate line segments from the polygonal
approximation of contour points and an explicit modeling
for artificial rectilinear objects. Another new feature is that
the boundaries of the visible areas are refined by introducing a super-sampling grid.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we first review the quasi-dense matching algorithm. Then, the new
edge-constrained joint view triangulation is described in
Section 3. After the constrained joint view triangulation,
we demonstrate this data representation on interpolating inbetween images from two reference images in Section 4.
Finally, some concluding remarks and future directions are
given in Section 5.

1 Introduction
Image-based-interpolation [23, 2, 16, 11, 12] is gaining
popularity for rendering smooth transition between different view points or for creating time-stopping effect [19].
The novel views directly rendered by images are more
photo-realistic than classical CG geometric models [7, 22].
Reconstruction-based rendering methods including implicit
reconstruction using matching tensors [1, 10] is more powerful as it may render images at arbitrary view point with
very low computational cost, however reliable dense reconstruction is difficult to obtain with the actual state of art.
In contrary, interpolation turns out more stable results [12]
while operating only in image space.
As images are only samples of the actual 3D scenery instead of full representation of the scene, imaged based interpolation inherents the very difficult correspondence and
occlusion problems, absent for computer generated images
[2], [3]. This motivated the work [12] in which a five step
algorithm was presented including an original joint view triangulation inspired by impostors [17] and mesh integration
for range data [21, 18] to describe jointly the visibility of
two views. The joint view triangulation in [12] gives only

2 Review of quasi-dense disparity map construction
In different images, matching either high-level image primitives such as feature points and line segments or just pixels
is probably the hardest practical problem for vision applications. It has been particularly studied for a stereo rig in
which the relative orientation reduces the search space from
the 2D image plane to 1D along epipolar lines [9, 5]. Meanwhile the state of the art on matching does not yet give very
satisfied general results. In fact, almost all matching algorithms have troubles either on occlusion or untextured areas.
This is not surprising as there is just no enough information available in these areas which allow to make decision.
This has motivated the definition of a quasi-dense matching
[12]. The key remark is that the disparity map could never
be everywhere dense, the best we can hope is only a set of
sparsely distributed dense regions. This quasi-dense disparity map such defined is therefore a more realistic goal.
The construction of quasi-dense disparity map starts from

matching some points of interest which have the highest
textureness as seed points to bootstrap a region growing
type algorithm to propagate the matches in its neighborhood from the most textured (therefore most reliable) pixels
to less textured ones. The algorithm could therefore be described in two steps: Seed selection and propagation.

This algorithm could be efficiently implemented with a
heap data structure for the seed pixels of the regions of
the matched points. Notice that as each time only the best
match is selected, this drastically limits the possibility of
bad matches. For instance, the seed selection step seems
very similar to many existing methods [24, 20] for matching points of interest using correlation, but the crucial difference is that we need only to take the most reliable ones
rather than trying to match a maximum of them. In some
extreme cases, only one good match of points of interest is
sufficient to provoke an avalanche of the whole textured images. This makes our algorithm much less vulnerable. The
same is true for propagation, the risk of bad propagation is
considerable diminished by the best first strategy over all
matched boundary points.

Seed selection Points of interest [15, 13, 8] are naturally
good seed point candidates, as points of interest are by its
very definition image points which have the highest textureness, i.e. the local maxima of the auto-correlation function
of the signal.
So we first extract points of interest [15] from two original
images, then a ZNCC correlation method is used to match
the points of interest across two images, followed by a cross
validation for the pair of images. This gives the initial list
of correspondences sorted by the correlation score.

3 Edge-Constrained Joint View Triangulation

Propagation From the current seed list which is initialized
by the first step, at each step, we pull the best match from
the list of seeds. Then we look for additional matches in
the neighborhood of the best seed. The neighbors of a seed
point is taken to be all pixels within the
window centered at it. For each neighboring pixel of the first image, we
first construct in the second image a list of tentative match
candidates which consists of all pixels of a
window in
the neighborhood of its corresponding location in the second image (see Figure 1).



Image interpolation relies exclusively on image content
with no depth information, triangulation is always necessary for computation efficiency and for that the matching is
hardly anywhere dense. However, classical independent triangulation, operated in each individual image, lacks content
consistency between different images. Inspired by jointly
triangulating a set of range data in [18], the idea of triangulating simultaneously and consistently two images was first
introduced for image interpolation in [12] as joint view triangulation to handle the visibility. The algorithm proposed
in [12] is built merely on a regular sampling grid. It simplifies the implementation, but gives poor approximation for
the visual events. Natural outdoor scenes could be nicely
handled, but the algorithm often produces undesirable artifacts for artificial objects. The most typical artifact is the
‘broken line’ phenomenon illustrated in Figure 2. To tackle
these problems, a new edge-constrained joint view triangulation is developed in this section by introducing edge constraints and by explicitly modeling artificial rectilinear objects. Also a super-sampling technique is also introduced to
refine the boundaries of visible areas.
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A such match neighborhood enforces the continuity constraint and a disparity gradient limit of one pixel for the
matching result. The matching criterion is still the ZNCC
correlation score but within a
window, therefore ghosting artifacts at the occluding contours are limited.
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Figure 2. The ‘broken line’ artifact: The original image
of a gray box on a white background is broken on the border
due to non-appropriate mesh.

Finally additional matches in the neighborhood of the current seed pair are added simultaneously in the match list and
the seed list such that the unicity constraint is preserved.
The algorithm terminates when the seed match list becomes
empty.

The consistency for the edge-constrained joint view triangulation is defined as follows.
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1. There is one-to-one correspondence between the
matched image points;

The first image plane is initially divided into a regular grid of
pixels squares. The scale is a
trade-off between the sampling resolution and regularisation stability. To increase the resolution a supersampling grid by shifting the first grid half-size of the
grid width is also introduced as illustrated in Figure 4.

2. There is one-to-one constrained Delaunay edge correspondence in two images. There are three types of
Delaunay edge constraints:
Boundary edges of matched areas The
matched areas from the quasi-dense disparity
map represent the common visible visual events
of the scenes. Their boundary should not be
crossed by any other triangles, they should be
preserved and are natural constraints [12].

First grid
Second grid

Line segments The most direct remedial measures for broken line artifact is to integrate image contour points as constraints. The line segments are polygonal approximation of linked
contour points.

Figure 4. Two overlapping regular grids to subdivide the
first image into square patches.

Artificial rectilinear objects Artificial rectilinear objects such as electric posts, trunks, ... are
very frequent in outdoor scenes. They are often mishandled due to the size of the sampling
grid which is limited by stability consideration
of fitting. When their detection and matching
is possible, they are also integrated into Delaunay constraints. An explicit modeling of these
objects is presented in the following section.

For each square patch, all matched points inside it
from the disparity map are obtained. A plane transformation is tentatively fitted to these matched points.
The most general linear plane transformation is a homography represented by a homogeneous
non
singular matrix. Four matched points, no three of
them collinear, are sufficient to estimate a plane homography. Notice that an affine transformation encoded by 6 d.o.f. rather than a homography could
also be used if the perspective distortion is moderate
between images.

  

3. The triangulation in each image is a constrained Delaunay triangulation due to its minimal roughness
property [14].

Because a textured patch is rarely a perfect planar
facet except for manufactured objects, the putative
transformation for a patch can not be estimated by
standard least squares estimators. Robust methods
have to be adopted, which provide a reliable estimate of the homography even if some of the matched
points of the square patch are not actually lying on the
common plane on which the majority lies. The Random Sample Consensus (RANSAC) method originally introduced by Fischler and Bolles [6] is used
for robust estimation of the homography. RANSAC
has been successfully used for robust computation of
the geometric matching tensors in [20, 24]. If the consensus for the transformation reaches
, the square
patch is considered as a valid planar patch. The delimitation of the corresponding planar patch in the
second image is defined by mapping the four corners
of the grid in the first image with the estimated homography. This process of fitting the square patch to
a homography is first repeated for all square patches
of the first image for the two sampling grids.

3.1 Algorithm
Putting all these constraints together, the new edgeconstrained joint view triangulation is implemented as an
incremental insertion algorithm in both images simultaneously, consisting of five major steps. Figure 3 illustrates the
evolution of the construction algorithm.
1. Initialization
The initial empty images are triangulated by the diagonal from the top left to bottom right corner as illustrated in Figure 3.

 

2. Detection of visible patches
The raw quasi-dense disparity map could not be used
directly as visible pixels as it may still be corrupted,
irregular and not structured. The goal is to use local geometric constraints encoded by a planar transformation to create reliable visible patches as visible
content.

Each valid planar patch will be divided into 2 trian3

Initialisation

Rectilinear object insertion

Line segment insertion

Insertion of visible patches

Completion from the second grid

Figure 3. Illustration of the different steps of the edge-constraint joint view triangulation.
gles along one of its diagonals for further processing.
3. Detection and insertion of rectilinear structures
The vertical rectilinear structures are modeled as
sets of connected visible patches. First all vertical
triplets of patches are detected, then all overlapping
triplets are merged into connecting groups. Finally
each group is completed by the adjacent and vertical
square containing a line segment. The whole procedure is illustrated in Figure 5.
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Figure 5. Illustration of detection of a rectilinear object (left) whose width is about the size of actual sampling
grid. Middle: all corresponding vertical triplets of visible
patches without left and right patch neighbors are first detected. Right: all overlapping triplets of patches form a
connecting group. The vertical squares which share a line
segment with the group are attached to the group.

Figure 6. Top: two views of a small wood post. MidThese groups of connecting patches are inserted into
the current joint triangulation. A real example for detecting a small wood post on the foreground and the
consequent triangulation is shown in Figure 6.

dle: The disparity map after propagation with epipolar constraint used. Bottom: The modeling of the small post and
the final JVT in which constraint edges are drawn in black.

4. Detection and insertion of line segments
The contour points as local maxima of gradient edge
points are first detected by a Canny-like detector [4],
then connecting contour points are linked and approximated by line segments. This procedure is only performed on the first image. We do not wish to directly
match line segments in two images as such a procedure is hardly stable. A deduction method illustrated
in Figure 7 is implemented which deduces the corre4

grid

sponding line segment in the second image from the
disparity map.

All visible patches from the first sampling grid which
do not intersect with any existing constraint edges are
inserted into the current joint view triangulation.

For any line segment detected in the first image, all
corresponding points in the neighborhood of the endpoints of the line segment are obtained from the disparity map. A tentative 1D transformation on the line
segment in two images is estimated. This 1D transhoformation might be projective encoded by a
mography by taking two endpoints and one midpoint
obtained from the epipolar geometry. If the epipolar geometry is not available, an affine transformation
defined by two endpoints is estimated.

6. Boundary refinement from the super-sampling
grid



First, all vertices of visible patches from the shifted
grid are inserted if they are outside the current visible
patches in the joint view triangulation. The triangles
touching the current boundaries are considered as visible ones whose edges are the new boundaries of the
matched areas if the match propagation succeeds in
these triangles.

The second stage of the algorithm re-samples the line
segment by regularly dividing it into smaller parts.
Each segment part is validated by taking into account
the number of the match points around it from the
disparity map. The final line segment is selected as
the one which maximizes the number of matched segment parts.
A

4 Examples
The new edge-constraint joint view triangulation algorithm
has been demonstrated on many real image pairs. Mpeg sequences of interpolated images could be played at our Web
site ***. All in-between images parameterized by
is generated using the same pseudo-painter’s algorithm as
[12].
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Figure 8. Two frames of the original garden flower se-

Figure 7. Illustrative figure for the deduction of corre-

quence.

sponding line segments. AE is a line segment detected in
the first image. A tentative corresponding line segment
f(A)f(E) is defined by the neighboring points of A and E
so that a 1D homography f is fitted to all contour points
along the segment. The segment AE is regularly divided
into smaller parts AB,BC,CD,DE and each one is validated
by counting the number of matches which satisfy f in their
neighborhood. For instance, matches 1 and 2 satisfy the
homography while 3 and 4 do not. The segment f(A)f(E)
which maximizes the number of accepted smaller parts is
accepted to define the validated parts, for instance BC and
f(B)f(C).

Figure 9 shows a comparative result on two images from
the public domain flower garden mpeg sequence (Figure 8).
We can easily notice three broken line artifacts: one on the
upper part of the tree, one on the middle of the tree and one
on the background oblique white post. Most of these artifacts are removed with the edge-constrained method except
the one in the middle of the tree persists.
One typical example of a pair of outdoor building images is
illustrated in Figure 10. This example is difficult for several
reasons.

The corresponding line segment is inserted in the current joint triangulation while not violating the existing constraints. If it crosses any existing constraint
edge, the line segment is further splitted for inserting
only its non-intersecting parts.

The leaves are hardly matched as the texture disparity
is big and there is also shortage of seed matches.
The epipolar lines are almost oriented the same way
as the scene horizontal direction. It makes the matching of vertical structure easier while it does not help
matching the horizontal structures of the building.

5. Insertion of visible patches from first sampling
5

The matching error for horizontal edges of the building and pavement may reach several pixels.
The upper sky area and the lower road area are almost
textureless.
Very good results are obtained as shown in Figure 10. We
can notice that in addition to the two front posts, two ‘false
posts’ are also created on the background on the right side
of the image, but it makes no damage for the interpolation
results illustrated in Figure 11.

Figure 9. Top: joint view triangulation without edge constraint of the flower garden image pair. Middle: joint view
triangulation with edge constraint. Bottom: one frame of
the interpolated sequence with (right) and without (left)
edge constraint. The edges in black are the constraints
and those in white are Delaunay. For JVT without edge
constraint, only the borders of the matched areas are constrained edges, broken line artifacts appear on the upper
and middle part of the front tree and in the middle of the
white oblique post on the background. For JVT with edge
constraints, the above mentioned artifacts are considerably
reduced, only on the middle part of the front tree persists.

Figure 10. Top: the original image pair. Middle: the left
is the edge image of the first frame and the right one is the
disparity map. Bottom: the constraint joint view triangulation in two images.
Due to space limitation, we show only the interpolation results of another example in Figure 12.

5 Conclusion and future work
We have presented a new edge-constrained joint view triangulation for interpolating two images. Unlike the existing
joint view triangulation which builds only on a regular sampling grid, the new algorithm integrates line segments and
6

Figure 11. Some samples of the interpolated views at 
for reviewers as Movie 1.

Figure 12. Some samples of the interpolated views at
Mpeg file is also available for reviewers as Movie 2.
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from left to right. The Mpeg file is also available

from left to right for a outdoor street scene. The

Graphics and Image Processing, 24(6):381 – 395,
June 1981.

explicit artificial rectilinear objects. A super-sampling grid
is also used to refine the mesh boundaries for the visible
areas. The quality of rendering results is improved in occluding contours where human eyes are extremely sensitive.
We are actually investigate more advanced super-sampling
methods to the refinement of the boundaries and working
on multi-view joint view triangulation algorithms.
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